
ONLINE EXCLUSIVES
Wacky about wood
Can’t get enough information on the 
Mid-Missouri Woodcarvers? Hear 
and see the process in this audio 
slideshow of carving footage.

Read This: The Sacred Acre
Ed Thomas didn’t lose hope when a 
tornado destroyed his football field. 
Now, author Mark Tabb explores the 
coach’s devotion to his town.

Movie review: One Day
This flick, starring Anne Hathaway, 
follows a lifelong friendship that 
formed from one special day.
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Columbia blogger Bill Connelly 
doesn’t watch football the 
way most die-hard fans do; he 
statistically analyzes it. Instead 
of merely spectating, he spends 
about 30 hours a week sharing and 
blogging stats.
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It’s poetic that my final editor’s letter 
is publishing on my last day in Columbia. 
In the short 18 months I’ve lived here, I 
have fallen in love with the city. Everyone 
calls CoMo a small town, but a place with 
multiple film festivals isn’t small. There are 
so many restaurants that I still haven’t been 
able to try (Sparky’s, Main Squeeze and 

Booches are on my bucket list). But most of 
all, I love the community’s unifying love for 
the Tigers, which is why it’s difficult to leave 
right before the best time of year: football 
season.

This week’s feature (Page 8) reminds me 
of how serious people in CoMo are about 
football season. We profiled Bill Connelly, 
an MU alumnus who has taken his love of 
the sport to a new level. He founded blogs 
Rock M Nation and Football Study Hall, 
where he uses statistics to help determine 
the outcome of college football games. Some 
of his posts have been noted by ESPN and 
Sports Illustrated. Connelly’s world revolves 
around numbers and how they will play out 
each Saturday on the field.

At Vox, my world revolves around words 
and how they will turn out each Thursday in 
the issue. However, numbers do play a role 
in putting out the weekly issue. 
• 20 is the minimum number of times 
a story is read before going to print. 
• 500 is the average word length of a Vox 
department story. 
• 16 is the average number of pages in 
the summer issues. 
• 12 a.m. is the average time an editor 
leaves on a production night. 
• 0 is the number of editor’s letters I have 
left to write.

Thanks for reading. I’ll come back to 
CoMo for Homecoming, and maybe then I 
can finally try a Booches burger.

editor’s letter

Weigh in on our online poll. visit voxMagazine.com to vote.

What is your favorite school supply?

Voxmagazine.com
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departments
InsIght • 3
An 18-year-old has become a master at 
multitasking by attending school and 
running Impression clothing boutique. 

SCENE • 5 
Feel like forgoing the theater for a 
night in? grab some popcorn, and 
check out cyclist Mike deheny’s 
favorite road trip flicks.

MUSIC • 6
Tommy & The High pilots soar across 
Columbia’s music scene for the 
second time this month. 

ARTS • 7 
How much wood can the Mid-Missouri 
Woodcarvers carve? These wood 
wizards share their artistic abilities.

bOOkS • 12 
read Amor Towle’s critique of a more 
civil time as his new novel, Rules of 
Civility, explores the social norms of 
the 1930s. 

ENDNOTES • 13 
Brent Beshore will reach the edge of 
his glory when he competes against 
lady gaga and others for a vh1 award 
in recognition of his Joplin fundraising.

CALENDAR • 14 

fILM fARE • 15
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Rock m nation blog 
founder is changing 

the game of 
football stats

Gridiron 
 science

a first impression (boutique) | 3 

social media for joplin | 13 

 finally flyinG solo | 6


